
CADIZ: Spain clinched top spot in Group F in style by
hammering Malta 7-0 at home on Friday for their
biggest win of their Euro 2020 qualifying campaign as
seven players got on the scoresheet. Spain had sealed
their place at next year’s tournament last month in
unconvincing fashion by drawing 1-1 with both Norway
and Sweden but they created a party atmosphere in
Cadiz with a superb display of attacking football.

The Spaniards lead the standings with 23 points
from nine matches, five more than second-placed
Sweden who booked their place at Euro 2020 with a
2-0 win over Romania. Alvaro Morata put the
Spaniards on their way to a resounding victory over
Malta by netting midway through the first half, scoring
for the seventh consecutive game for club and country.

Santi Cazorla doubled the lead shortly before half-
time with his first goal for his country in over four
years, a special moment for the much-loved 34-year-
old who has staged a remarkable recovery from a
career-threatening foot injury.

Robert Moreno’s side turned on the style in the sec-
ond half, with defender Pau Torres marking his debut
with a goal in the 62nd minute and Pablo Sarabia also
netting for the first time for Spain less than a minute
later. Dinamo Zagreb striker Dani Olmo then came off
the bench to make his Spain debut and moments later
marked the occasion by scoring his side’s fifth goal,
while Gerard Moreno soon followed by netting his first
goal for Spain.

Jesus Navas produced the most impressive strike of
the evening for goal number seven, finding the top cor-
ner from outside the area, while substitute Paco
Alcacer was not far away from hitting goal number
eight when he rattled the post.

“I leave here feeling very satisfied because we nev-
er lost our desire. Every time Malta took a centre to
restart the game we felt compelled to go looking for
another goal,” said Moreno. “It’s great when new play-
ers come in and bring fresh air with them. I’m very
happy for the lads that made their debuts and scored
because it shows the team is ready to renew itself.”

Malta coach Raymond Farrugia endured a painful
night in more than one sense as he accidentally banged
his head against the dugout in the second half and

required medical assistance, although he remained on
the sidelines until full-time.

“I barely remember anything about the last 20 min-
utes,” said Farrugia, who was part of the Malta side
who were infamously trounced 12-1 by Spain in a deci-
sive qualifier for Euro 1984. “We were playing against
the best team in the world. With these players Spain
have the best team around and I think these players
could easily go on to win the European
Championship.” 

Meanwhile in Zenica, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy
won 10 internationals in a row for the first time in their
109-year history when goals from Francesco Acerbi,
Lorenzo Insigne and Andrea Belotti gave them a 3-0
victory at Bosnia & Herzegovina in a lop-sided Euro
2020 qualifier on Friday.

The Italians, who were already assured of advanc-
ing, top Group J with a maximum 27 points and were
joined by second-placed Finland (18 points) who earli-
er reached their first major tournament with a 3-0
home win over Liechtenstein.

The result meant coach Roberto Mancini improved
on Vittorio Pozzo’s run of nine straight wins between
1938 and 1939. “Let’s remember that he won five tro-
phies with the national team so there is still a long road
ahead,” said Mancini, who took over after Italy missed
out on last year’s World Cup and has overseen a
remarkable turnaround.

“Of course, I’m pleased to have bettered a legend
such as him.” Under Pozzo, Italy won the 1934 and 1938
World Cups, the 1936 Olympic Games as well as the
now defunct Central European International Cup twice.

Italy’s current streak includes a friendly win over
the United States followed by nine matches in Euro
2020 qualifying so far. They finish by hosting Armenia
on Monday. Bosnia dropped to fifth on 10 points and,
while Finland’s victory dashed any slim hopes they had
of finishing in the top two, the Balkan country can still
progress to next year’s tournament via the Nations
League playoffs in March.

With Finland’s success reducing the Bosnia-Italy
game to a dead rubber, it was played at walking pace
for long spells but the gulf in class was apparent as
defender Acerbi fired the visitors ahead with a fine

individual effort in the 21st minute. Insigne doubled
Italy’s lead with a bouncing shot on the turn in the
37th, while goalkeeper Gianluigi Donnarumma denied
Bosnia’s Ermin Bicakcic and Adnan Kovacevic with a
pair of excellent saves at the other end. 

Disgruntled home fans treated Belotti to a standing
ovation after the striker made it 3-0 with a spectacular
53rd-minute goal, as he took a through ball in his
stride and beat Ibrahim Sehic with a thunderbolt from
18 metres. — Agencies

BUCHAREST: Sweden sealed a place at
Euro 2020 after goals from Marcus Berg
and Robin Quaison secured a 2-0 win away
to Romania on Friday. The result secured
second spot in Group F for Sweden with 18
points. Spain, who sealed a place at the
finals last month, top the standings with 23
points from nine games after thrashing
Malta 7-0. Romania are third with 14 points.

Sweden coach Janne Andersson was
moved to tears by his side’s performance,
saying: “This is so fantastic, it can’t be true.
What players I have. I am so incredibly
happy and proud. “I had tears in my eyes

when there was two minutes to go. That we
are going to the Euros is one thing, that the
players did it together is fantastic, unbeliev-
ably fantastic.”

Striker Berg, also speaking to Sweden’s
TV4, added: “There was a lot of pressure
today, there weren’t many that thought we
could come here and beat them 2-0... I’m
completely empty, it’s going to take a while
before it sinks in.”

Berg put the Swedes ahead in the 18th
minute with a trademark header past goal-
keeper Ciprian Tatarusanu following a cross
from Emil Forsberg. It was his 21st interna-

tional goal. Midfielder Quaison wrapped up
the points with a cool finish 16 minutes later,
with Berg turning provider.

The visitors continued to dominate after
the break with Albin Ekdal rattling the
crossbar with a thundering shot midway
through the second half. Romania, lacking
ideas and urgency, failed to create any
clear-cut chances at the National Arena. 

The match was halted for a couple of
minutes late in the second half by the match
referee after alleged racist chanting from
the stands and a public announcement was
made. — Reuters
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Superb Spain destroy Malta 7-0 
to clinch top spot in Group F

Italy win record 10th match in a row with Bosnia rout

Spain’s midfielder Pablo Sarabia (R) vies with Malta’s midfielder Juan Corbalan during the Euro 2020 Group F
football qualification match between Spain and Malta at the Ramon de Carranza stadium in Cadiz, on
November 15, 2019. —AFP

BUCHAREST: Romania’s midfielder Ionut Mitrita (L) vies for the ball with Sweden’s midfielder Kristoffer Olsson during the Euro 2020 Group F
qualification football match Romania v Sweden in Bucharest, Romania. — AFP

Sweden clinch Euro 2020 spot Southgate to
bring Sterling
back from
England exile
PRISTINA: Gareth Southgate is set to
bring Raheem Sterling back from his brief
England exile in today’s Euro 2020 quali-
fier against Kosovo as he seeks to end the
controversy over the Manchester City
star’s row with Joe Gomez.

Sterling was dropped for Thursday’s 7-
0 rout of Montenegro after clashing with
England team-mate Gomez in the Three
Lions’ training base canteen. It is believed
Sterling was unhappy with Gomez follow-
ing an altercation with the Liverpool
defender during City’s Premier League
defeat at Anfield last weekend.

Although Sterling was left out of the
Montenegro game as punishment for his
attack on Gomez, Southgate has con-
firmed the winger will return for England’s
final Group A fixture. Sterling and Gomez,
left with a scratch under his eye after the
incident, are said to have patched up their
relationship, but the centre-back was
jeered by England fans at Wembley when
he came on as a substitute against
Montenegro.

Both Southgate and Sterling expressed
their support for Gomez and criticised the
booing supporters, with the England man-
ager reportedly comforting the shocked
22-year-old and his family after the match.
Now Southgate could include Gomez
against Kosovo in a show of support for
the Liverpool player. With England
already guaranteed to qualify for Euro
2020 in first place in their group,
Southgate already planned to make
changes, although he is keen to ensure

England finish with a win as they eye a
top-six seeding in next year’s tournament.

“We will make some changes, for sure,
but the seeding in the group could be
critical and we know it’s a big night for the
Kosovans,” Southgate said. “It’s a shame
for them that they’re now out of this part
of the qualification, although they’ve still
got the play-offs in which I think they’ll be
a huge threat in that format.

“So, it will be a good test for us
because it will still be a lively environment.
“The enthusiasm for the game is high and
we want to finish the group with as many
points as we can.” Liverpool captain
Jordan Henderson could return following
a one-match ban, while Southgate has to
decide whether to keep faith with Ben
Chilwell ahead of Danny Rose at left-
back. Harry Kane may have scored a hat-
trick against Montenegro but it was
Leicester’s Chilwell who was named
England’s man of the match following a
fine display in which he provided three
assists in the opening 24 minutes.

“Ben, I liked the hunger in his game, the
enthusiasm to get forward,” Southgate
said. “The whole team pressed well but he
also pressed well from that full-back posi-
tion, got into overlaps, his quality of deliv-
ery was excellent.”

Although England have cruised
through their qualifying group, Southgate
believes the 2018 World Cup semi-final-
ists still have room for improvement as
they chase a first major title since 1966.
“There were a couple of chances we con-
ceded that just shouldn’t happen, so that’s
still part of our game that we’ve got to
improve upon,” he said. 

“If we are to be a team that are going
to challenge seriously, although we’re
young, we’ve got to manage games well.
“We’ve got to make sure that, although
we’re such a fantastic attacking threat, the
rest of the team is right as well. There are
things we’ve got to be better at.” — AFP

Messi scores
on Argentina
return to
sink Brazil
RIYADH:  Lionel Messi struck on his
return to international duty Friday fol-
lowing a three-month ban as
Argentina defeated fierce rivals Brazil
1-0 in a friendly in Riyadh. The
Barcelona forward was suspended by
CONMEBOL for accusing South
American football’s ruling body of
“corruption” after he was sent off in
July’s third-place play-off with Chile
at the Copa America.

Messi netted the only goal of the

game at the King Saud University
Stadium on 13 minutes, tapping home
the rebound after his penalty was
saved by Brazil goalkeeper Alisson.

His effort came shortly after
Manchester City striker Gabriel Jesus
rolled a spot-kick wide for Brazil, who
were playing without the injured
Neymar. Messi, who scored with a
pair of free-kicks in his last game with
Barcelona, twice threatened from set
pieces in the second half before
Liverpool ‘keeper Alisson beat away a
powerful drive from Leandro Paredes.

Rodrygo, the 18-year-old who
scored a sensational Champions
League hat-trick with Real Madrid
this month, made his Brazil debut as
he replaced Willian for the final 20
minutes. However, Brazil were unable
to find an equaliser as their winless
run since capturing the Copa America
title extended to five matches. 

“It’s important to win and it is
always nice to beat Brazil, for the
rivalry, which feels a lot of late,” said
Messi. “It’s good for everything that is
to come, to continue growing while
looking towards the qualifiers and the
next Copa America (in 2020).”

The meeting between the two
South American giants was the sec-
ond in Saudi Arabia in little over a
year. Brazil beat Argentina 1-0 in
Jeddah in October 2018.

Brazil also defeated Argentina 2-0
at home in the semi-finals of this
year’s Copa America, a controversial
match that left Messi complaining the
hosts had benefited from favouritism.

Brazil will play a friendly against
South Korea in Abu Dhabi on
November 19, in their final game
before South American qualifying
starts for the 2022 World Cup in
March. — AFP

Denmark’s victory 
sets up crunch 
qualifier in Dublin
COPENHAGEN: Denmark got off to a slow start
before overwhelming Gibraltar 6-0 on Friday to
take over the top of Group D and set up a deci-
sive Euro 2020 qualifier in Dublin tomorrow.

Denmark will qualify for next year’s European
Championship if they avoid defeat against Ireland
at the Aviva Stadium, after moving 3 points clear of
the Irish. But they will need to sharpen up their play
after making heavy weather of beating tiny
Gibraltar, whose population is not much more than
the 24,033 who watched the game at Copenhagen’s
Parken Stadium.

Denmark, unbeaten in the qualifiers, were ahead
only 1-0 at halftime and had lapses of concentration
by the part-timers to thank for their goals rather

than their own ingenuity.
Winger Robert Skov opened the scoring in the

11th minute after Gibraltar’s diminutive goalkeeper,
Kyle Goldwin, twice failed to hold on to the ball but
for the rest of the half the hosts battled to break
down a determined defence. Straight after the
break, Goldwin mistimed coming out to cut off a
long kick upfield from the Danes and the pace of
striker Christian Gytkjaer allowed him to get to the
pass first and slide it home.

Martin Braithwaite converted an easy tap in 4
minutes later after Goldwin parried Christian
Eriksen’s square pass into his path and Skov
grabbed a second for himself in the 64th minute as
Gibraltar’s defence failed to clear a cross.

Eriksen scored the fifth with a shot from outside
the penalty area 6 minutes from time and then
added another with the last kick of the match as a
clearance was kicked straight at him. Denmark have
15 points from seven matches, one more than sec-
ond-place Switzerland, who finish their campaign
away at Gibraltar on Monday. Ireland must beat
Denmark to qualify. — Reuters


